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Abstract. Distributed stream processing is widely adopted for real-time
data analysis and management. SQL is becoming a common language for
robust streaming analysis due to the introduction of time-varying rela-
tions and event time semantics. However, query optimization in state-
of-the-art stream processing engines (SPEs) remains limited: runtime
adjustments to execution plans are not applied. This fact restricts the
optimization capabilities because SPEs lack the statistical data proper-
ties before query execution begins. Moreover, streaming queries are often
long-lived, and these properties can change over time.
Adaptive optimization, used in databases for queries with insufficient or
unknown data statistics, can fit the streaming scenario. In this work,
we explore the main challenges that SPEs face during the adjustment of
adaptive optimization, such as predicting statistical properties of streams
and execution graph migration. We demonstrate potential performance
gains of our approach within an extension of the NEXMark streaming
benchmark and outline our further work.

1 Introduction

Modern data analytics commonly requires near real-time online processing of
continuously changing data arriving from unbounded streams. A standard way
of defining a stream processing pipeline is an execution graph. Each node repre-
sents an operation performed over stream elements. Although a declarative ap-
proach to defining computations dominates analytical processing (e.g., OLAP),
it has not gained wide use in streaming systems. The SQL language, typically
used for database queries, is a dominating means for declarative specification of
data processing. The advantages of SQL include its popularity and ease of adop-
tion and its support of windowed aggregations and joins, among other highly
expressive features.
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Implementations of different variations of SQL language for stream processing
have been an area of active development for the last two decades. However, there
have not been many productive attempts at proposing a standard for robust
streaming SQL. One such attempt [6] is pretty recent (2019); its predecessors,
such as CQL [1], have not found much popularity. Modern stream processing
engines (SPEs) typically implement only a subset of SQL features. We expect
that with the recent efforts in providing a standard for streaming SQL, the
declarative approach to stream processing gains popularity.

Optimization is one of the stages of executing a declarative query. First, a
query is parsed into an abstract syntax tree, each node of which represents a
relational algebra operator. Second, the query is simplified during the rewriting
phase into a logical plan (or graph (we will be using these two terms interchange-
ably in the paper). Third, the optimizer builds a physical plan equivalent to the
logical plan. Finally, an executor interprets the query and delivers the result to
the user [25]. The correspondence between queries and plans is not one-to-one.
Several execution plans can exist for any query. The purpose of query rewriting
is to reduce the space of execution plans and to standardize and simplify the
query for further processing [26]. As for optimization, the query planner trans-
forms each logical operator into its physical implementation. For example, the
optimizer can implement a join operation using the hash join algorithm or the
merge join algorithm [23]. A join operation in a distributed system might require
re-sharding. Database query optimization is a well-studied topic [2, 11,13].

Modern state-of-the-art optimizers are cost-based: an optimizer builds a
physical plan that minimizes the cost function, which encapsulates the complex-
ity of processing the query. The cost function is typically a linear combination
of expected I/O and CPU costs, with CPU costs of each operation estimated
based on relation cardinality and operator selectivity.

The cost estimation produced by a cost function depends on statistical prop-
erties of data (such as cardinalities and frequencies of attribute values). There-
fore, cost-based optimization requires knowledge of statistical information [23].
Typically database systems collect statistics periodically and use them during
the optimization of incoming queries until the next scheduled update of statis-
tics. This practice works because data are relatively stable, and statistics are
not changing rapidly. In contrast, queries are optimized independently from each
other.

This assumption is not valid for streams, thus obtaining such statistics in
streaming systems presents specific difficulties. However, queries are executed
repeatedly for a series of stream windows. In other words, queries are relatively
stable while data are volatile.

Efforts to optimize streaming query execution in a distributed environment
focus on finding a suitable mapping from a logical graph to a physical graph
executed on a machine [9, 10, 12, 20, 28]. These optimizations are local because
the system derives all candidate physical plans from the same logical plan.

In this paper, we introduce new techniques for the global optimization of
declarative queries over data streams. In order to obtain the statistics needed
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for optimization, we use predictions based on data collected during previous
executions of the same query. Further, our techniques are adaptive because they
are robust to a drift of stream properties.

The contributions of this paper are the following:

– We present a detailed analysis of the problem of SQL queries optimization
in distributed stream processing and discuss challenges that arise within this
problem;

– We describe preliminary experiments that have been conducted in order to
demonstrate the feasibility of streaming SQL optimization.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we state the
problem as illustrated by a running example (Section 2). Second, we list the
challenges in adaptive optimization of streaming SQL queries (Section 3). Then,
we present the preliminary experiments we executed on our running example
to justify the potential benefits of the proposed approach to query optimization
and discuss the results (Section 4). Finally, we discuss related work, including
efforts on database and streaming query optimization (Section 5).

2 Problem statement

This section illustrates the problem of streaming SQL query optimization using
a running example of a query for a streaming system.

We are using the NEXMark benchmark [31] for our query. The NEXMark
benchmark suite, designed for queries over continuous data streams, is an ex-
tension of the XMark benchmark [27] adopted for use with streaming data. The
NEXMark scenario simulates an online auction system with three kinds of enti-
ties: people selling items or bidding on items, items submitted for auction, and
bids on items. These kinds of entities will be referred to as Person, Auction,
and Bid respectively. The original NEXMark benchmark includes eight queries
that utilize the full spectrum of SQL features, but none of them contain more
than one join operator. Unfortunately, the system used in our experiments can
optimize the order of joins only. We extended the benchmark with the following
query based on the NEXMark model:

1 SELECT P.name , P.city , P.state ,

2 B.price , A.itemName

3 FROM Person P

4 INNER JOIN Bid B

5 ON B.bidder = P.id

6 INNER JOIN Auction A

7 ON A.seller = P.id

This query selects all the people who have joined the auction as both bidders
and sellers. For each such person, their name, city, and state of residence are
selected, as well as the price of each of their bids and the name of each item they
are selling at the auction.
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This query contains two join operators, which means that there are at least
two ways to execute this query.

One of the logical plans (with substituted variable names omitted; using
Apache Beam transforms as operators) for our example query is as follows:

1 LogicalProject(name , city , state ,

2 price , itemName)

3 LogicalJoin(condition , joinType=inner)

4 LogicalJoin(condition , joinType=inner)

5 BeamIOSourceRel(table=Person)

6 BeamIOSourceRel(table=Bid)

7 BeamIOSourceRel(table=Auction)

A physical plan derived from this logical plan produced for Flink executor is
as follows:

1 BeamCalcRel(name , city , state , price , itemName)

2 BeamCoGBKJoinRel(condition , joinType=inner)

3 BeamIOSourceRel(table=Bid)

4 BeamCoGBKJoinRel(condition , joinType=inner)

5 BeamIOSourceRel(table=Person)

6 BeamIOSourceRel(table=Auction)

An alternative is the following physical plan for this query, with the two join
operators in a different order:

1 BeamCalcRel(name , city , state , price , itemName)

2 BeamCoGBKJoinRel(condition , joinType=inner)

3 BeamIOSourceRel(table=Auction)

4 BeamCoGBKJoinRel(condition , joinType=inner)

5 BeamIOSourceRel(table=Person)

6 BeamIOSourceRel(table=Bid)

In unbounded data streams, elements can be grouped into windows based on
event time or the number of tuples in each window, and each window can be
processed similarly to a SQL table. Cost-based optimization requires statistical
knowledge about the data, such as the cardinality of each window, which can
be inferred from the element arrival rate in the case of streaming data. In our
example, the first plan, where Person and Bid are joined first, and then the
result is joined with Auction, would be preferable if the arrival rate of auctions
significantly exceeded the arrival rate of bids, meaning that while many items
have been getting put up for Auction, not many sellers have been making bids. If,
however, after some time, sellers started making many bids, the second execution
plan would have a lesser cost value. Thus, as data statistics change for the query
execution, a previously optimal plan might become inefficient.

Due to the imprecision of data statistics, it is well-known that a plan op-
timal in terms of cost function is not necessarily optimal in actual resource
consumption. To address this issue, several techniques known as adaptive query
processing were developed [8]. Under these techniques, the execution is paused,
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and the query is re-optimized with more precise statistics, and then execution
is resumed with the new plan. As the repeated optimization consumes a cer-
tain amount of resources itself, adaptive optimization makes sense for relatively
long-running queries and is hardly applicable in data streams.

We use a different kind of adaptivity in our approach: the statistics collected
during previous query executions are used to re-optimize the query for subse-
quent executions. As soon as the new plan changes, the query execution on
subsequent windows is switched to the new plan.

This, as well as other specifics of SPEs, presents particular challenges in
implementing global optimization of streaming queries, which we explore in the
following section.

3 Challenges

In this section, we present the challenges in adapting SQL optimization tech-
niques to data streams. We categorize each challenge as either research or en-
gineering. The former category includes challenges that require further work,
and we are not sure of the outcome. In contrast, the latter includes everything
related to the incorporation of our approach into a production system.

3.1 Fetching and predicting data statistics

Cost-based optimization requires statistical information on data in order to cal-
culate cost function values for each plan. However, upon starting a streaming
query execution, no information about the data, such as its arrival rate, is avail-
able. Therefore, to properly apply cost-based optimization to streaming SQL
queries, it is necessary to collect data statistics over the course of query execu-
tion. Moreover, since we possess no definitive knowledge about the arriving data,
we need to predict statistics for each next window based on statistics for previ-
ous windows to utilize an optimal plan for the upcoming windows. To this end,
we identify two challenges in using statistics for streaming query optimization:

– Engineering: Statistical information on stream elements, such as their ar-
rival rate, needs to be collected during execution at runtime without seriously
affecting the performance of a distributed SPE.

– Research We need techniques to predict statistics for upcoming windows
based on statistics collected for previous windows. We expect that previous
window statistics would present a decent baseline. However, this assumption
requires further investigation.

Popular SPEs and frameworks for defining streaming workflows do not offer
any statistics fetching or predicting. For example, the Apache Beam framework
passes constant values to the query planner instead of any actual data statistics
to Apache Calcite, a dynamic data management framework that implements its
SQL processing functionality.
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3.2 Using statistics for streaming query optimization

The API of the current state-of-the-art systems typically utilizes a consecutive
approach to building a graph for query execution. First, a planner builds a
logical graph. Then another component converts it to a physical graph, makes
local optimizations, and finally passes it to an executor. Such separation leaves
no opportunity to pass any data from the physical level to the logical level and
adapt the graph to the new data, which makes any runtime adjustments to
execution plans impossible.

The progress in applying various local optimizations to the execution graphs
at the physical level (see [12] or Google Cloud Dataflow optimizer), there are
no significant results in the logical level optimization yet, and the logical level
allows to use of more complex optimizations than the physical level. Moreover, in
this paper, we discuss distributed stream processing engines, which require ad-
ditional consideration for query execution. To this end, we identify the following
challenges:

– Engineering: It is necessary to adapt the API of current SPEs to pass
statistics collected or predicted during the query execution at the physical
level to the query planner at the logical level.

– Research: The relational algebra and the planner cost model require exten-
sion with new operators specific to distributed systems.

For example, a join operation should broadcast a stream with a low arrival
rate of new elements to all the nodes in the system. In contrast, a high arrival
rate suggests distributing different keys across different nodes. Therefore, the
algebra should include a new distribution operator, and the cost model should
include the estimate of its cost. The cost model should consider the latency
due to communication between nodes as well. Such cost models have been well-
researched in distributed databases [18] but not in distributed streaming systems.

3.3 Execution graph migration in runtime

Streaming data is ever-changing: new data continues to arrive indefinitely, and
the statistics for the following window elements might differ significantly from
the statistics for previous windows.

Even if the optimal query execution plan was selected based upon statistics
accumulated for previous windows, the new data statistics might be different
enough to render the previous plan no longer optimal. Therefore, to adapt to
the changes in data, it is necessary to identify the moment in time in which
the previous plan is no longer optimal for the current or upcoming data and to
migrate the execution to a new graph.

We identify the following challenges in migrating the execution graph in
runtime:

– Research: Identifying the point in time at which it is feasible and beneficial
to perform the graph migration is an open problem. First of all, it is neces-
sary to estimate the costs of graph migration at the current point in time.
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Secondly, we need to establish what qualifies as substantial enough change
in statistics to warrant graph migration.

– Engineering: The mechanics of graph migration, particularly for state-
ful operations such as joins and aggregations, in runtime have been re-
searched [33]. However, most current popular SPEs do not provide such
functionality.

One such strategy is the parallel track strategy described in [33]. The second
graph can start the query execution and the first one, while the first one stops
execution when the current window terminates. So all the subsequent windows
are only processed by the new execution graph.

4 Preliminary experiments

In this section, we describe the preliminary experiments that we conducted in
order to demonstrate how the choice of a query plan affects the performance. We
aim to show that a well-timed switch from an execution graph that is no longer
optimal for the current data to a more optimal one would improve performance
significantly. First, we present the experiment setup and the configuration used;
then, we demonstrate our results.

4.1 Setup

For our experiments, we used the same query that was described in Section 2
and the Apache Beam implementation of the NEXMark benchmark model. In
this implementation, each entity (Person, Auction, or Bid) is represented via a
subclass of the Event class. Each event is generated by an unbounded source in
accordance to the provided configuration, which includes parameters such as the
arrival rate for each event, the |Person| : |Auction| : |Bid| ratio, the time-based
window size, etc.

First, we execute this query using the plan in which Auction and Person

are joined first, and the result is joined with Bid; then, we use the plan in which
Person and Bid are joined first (see Section 2). For each run, we use a different
|Person| : |Auction| : |Bid| ratio.

To evaluate performance, we measure latency and throughput for each win-
dow. For a join result, we consider latency to be the difference between the
maximum arrival time of each of the rows making up the join result and the
output time of the resulting row; then, we select the maximum out of the la-
tency values of all the rows in each window. The throughput that we measure is
sustainable throughput, i.e., the maximum events arrival rate that a streaming
system can handle without the continuous buildup of latency.

We have conducted our experiments on a local machine equipped with a 1.4
GHz Intel Core i5-8257U CPU (4 cores) and 8 GB of memory using the Apache
Flink runner.
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4.2 Results

In the subsequent text the plan which joins Auction and Person first is referred
to as Plan 1 ; the plan which joins Person and Bid first is Plan 2.
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Latency We generated 1000000 events with the arrival rate of 10000 events per
second and time-based windows of varying sizes.
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Figure 1a demonstrates how latency changes depending on data character-
istics. The |Person| : |Auction| : |Bid| ratio impacts arrival rate for each kind
of entities, thereby influencing latency. As expected, the plan in which Person

and Auction are joined first delivers better results when the arrival rate of Bid
records significantly overwhelms the rates of Person and Auction (the 5:5:90
ratio is an example of such a case), while the plan in which Person and Bid are
joined first works best for cases where the rate of Auction records far exceeds
those of Person and Bid.

As Figures 2a and 2b demonstrate, the latency does not grow linearly as the
window size increases. This is due to the fact that the join operator processes
the records as they arrive instead of starting to process them only after the last
record in the window has arrived, thus the results are ready to emerge shortly
thereafter the arrival of the last record in the window.

Figure 4a demonstrates how the difference in latency for the two execution
plans changes with the window size. Since the difference grows as the window
size increases, statistics-based optimization should provide an even bigger per-
formance gain for larger windows.
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Fig. 3: Throughput for different window sizes and |Person| : |Auction| : |Bid|
ratios

Throughput The parameters for throughput estimation were the same as for
the latency estimation. As Figure 1b shows, Plan 2 delivers higher throughput
in case of the arrival rate of Auction significantly exceeding that of Person

and Bid, while Plan 2 performs better in case of the arrival rate of Bid being
significantly higher. This corresponds with the latency measurements. Through-
put decreases with the increase of window size, as shown in Figures 3a and 3b.
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Fig. 4: Difference in latency and throughput for Plans 1 and 2

Throughput difference remains constant and does not depend on the window
size, Figure 4b demonstrates.

4.3 Discussion

The results of our experiments demonstrate that streaming query execution per-
formance depends on the plan used for the execution, and the optimality of the
plan depends on the data characteristics, which proves the necessity of adaptive
optimization of streaming queries. Particularly, the first steps towards adaptive
optimization should be predicting statistics for each window and performing run-
time graph migration, since the results of the experiments show that even the
current planners, such as the Volcano query planner [11] used in Apache Calcite,
which are unaware of whether the data comes from a stream or a table, could
use those statistics to produce a better execution plan. These two challenges will
be the focus of our future work. After that, the planner can be enhanced by
introducing distributed streaming systems-specific operators and their costs.

5 Related work

We structure the related work into three areas: database query optimization,
optimization of streaming queries, and predicting data statistics for queries using
machine learning techniques.

Early efforts in database query optimization include the System R opti-
mizer [29], which introduced a dynamic programming algorithm for finding an
optimal execution plan; the Starburst optimizer [13], which proposed new rule-
based optimization techniques; and others: a survey chapter on query optimiza-
tion in relational databases can be found in [23]. Our particular interest lies
in the areas of query optimization in distributed database systems and adaptive
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query optimization. The former has been described in [18]; a detailed survey [8] is
a good reference for the latter. Adaptive optimization of streaming SQL queries
is different from database optimization: while in databases, the execution plan is
modified during the execution of a query, in streaming systems, the plan should
be changed after a window has been processed but before the next window pro-
cessing has started; moreover, database data is static during the query execution
while streaming data is continuously updated.

An overview of streaming query optimizations can be found in [15]: most of
these optimizations can be classified as rule-based and are applied statically at
compilation time, although dynamic versions are listed for several of these; we
are interested in adaptive optimization at runtime. Various works explore adap-
tive optimization of streaming queries: [4] focuses on finding the optimal order
of pipelined filter operators, with possible reordering at runtime; it uses the
currently known data statistics while we are interested in predicting the next
window statistics and using those. Other works focus on physical level adap-
tive optimizations: one such study can be found in [12]; we are interested in
logical level optimization instead. Another approach for physical optimization
is discussed in [20]. It is based on the intermediate representation (IR) of the
streaming queries, which supports a wide range of physical optimizations: op-
erator redundancy elimination, operator separation, and fusion [15]. However,
in this method, operator reordering-based optimization is limited compared to
declarative queries optimization, which is more robust due to the algebraic prop-
erties of the relational model.

Previous works on execution graph reconfiguration in runtime, including Ed-
dies project [3] and StreaMon [5], primarily study centralized stream processing,
but, as we mentioned in Section 3, many issues originate from the distributed
environment. The approach for state migration in distributed environment in-
troduced in [16] can be applied as a building block for the general graph recon-
figuration mechanism.

Some studies (e.g. [19, 22]) use machine learning to predict optimal execu-
tion plans, while others explore join cardinality prediction. Database cardinality
prediction techniques can be categorized as either query-driven or data-driven.
Query-driven prediction models learn on sets of queries; among studies employ-
ing this approach are [7,17,21,24], which use neural networks. Data-driven pre-
diction models, described in [14] and [32], are trained on data without queries
and attempt to learn characteristics such as distribution of single attributes as
well as joint distributions of multiple attributes. Neither of these approaches fit
the streaming queries scenario: SPEs are executing the same query on each sub-
sequent window, rendering query-driven approaches unusable, and the data is
continuously updating, which means data-driven approaches are not employable
either. Additionally, neural networks might not be the best choice of a learn-
ing model for a small amount of data contained in a single window; instead, it
would potentially be more beneficial to use a model similar to [30], a fixed-size
ensemble of heuristically replaced classifiers. Predicting statistics for streaming
queries might yield better results than for database queries since the query is
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being run on different subsequent windows for an extended period of time, un-
like in databases, where each new query is run separately from its predecessors.
This could be advantageous in predicting statistics not only for the next input
window but for intermediate execution results as well.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a technique of adaptive optimization of stream-
ing SQL queries in distributed stream processing engines. We highlighted the
differences between adaptive optimization for database and stream queries. We
argued the necessity of adaptive query optimization at both the logical and the
physical levels. We identify the following challenges in the realization of opti-
mization techniques for streaming queries: fetching and predicting data statis-
tics, using predicted statistics for the query optimization, and migrating the
execution graph in runtime once the statistics have changed enough that the
previous execution plan becomes suboptimal.

We presented a running example of a streaming SQL query and performed
experiments on this query and its different possible execution graphs to demon-
strate the possibility of a gain in performance should the graph be adapted to
the data statistics.
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